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Abstract: In the era of  Big Data, real-world application data often exhibit unprecedented features such as variety, volume, 
and velocity. Low data quality has always been one of  the most important issues during the data collection, integration, 
and analysis. In this talk, I will focus on one fundamental, yet challenging, problem about the data quality, that is, the data 
incompleteness. I will first talk about the background of  incomplete data, including real applications that involve missing 
data, incomplete data classification, and queries over incomplete data. 

Then, I will discuss various imputation techniques that manage and analyze incomplete data, and consider a specific 
problem, online topic-aware entity resolution over incomplete data streams (TER-iDS), which online imputes incomplete tuples and 
detects pairs of  topic-related matching entities from incomplete data streams. Due to the efficiency requirements of  
stream processing and characteristics of  incomplete data, it is rather challenging to efficiently perform online ER over 
incomplete stream data. In order to tackle the TER-iDS problem, we propose an effective imputation strategy, carefully 
design effective pruning methods, as well as indexes/synopsis, and develop an efficient TER-iDS algorithm via index 
joins. Extensive experiments have been conducted to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of  our proposed TER-iDS
approach over real data sets.
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